
there is a treatment for 
sudden cardiac arrest.

70% 

AEDs under our watch
95,000

RescueStat is on a mission to save lives and protect 
organizations from the devastating effects of  

Sudden Cardiac Arrest (SCA)
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families should have to suffer 
the loss of a loved one to SCA

20
years of experience

The AED is just the first step in a 
coordinated approach that improves 
survival and reduces legal risk 

average survival rate

ALWAYS READY!

10% 

survival rate

RescueStat has gone over and beyond to ensure that 
all of my customer service needs were met, and I am 
more than satisfied with the results.

“
“NAOMI, TRAYLOR BROS



Organization Ready

Apollo Program Management is your mission control to get your AED 
program off the ground and return your people safely back home each 

day. Survival rates for sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) are abysmal at less than 
10%. Making an impact can seem like shooting for the moon. Luckily, we are 
experts in doing that every day, with our average survival rates at 70%.
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Equipment Ready

Scout means to listen or to observe in order to obtain information or 
evaluate. Our patented IoT remote monitoring technology does exactly 

that, it senses if your AED is present and then listens for failures. If your AED 
fails its self-test, ScoutRMS alerts you right away to make sure your AED is 
always ready!

People Ready

Vera Training Solutions is our CPR/AED virtual training offering. We 
understand that you are busy and have listened to your demands for 

flexible training solutions that fit your life. We offer American Red Cross 
Training in a virtual format and give you everything needed, including the 
manikin, first aid kit, and mock AED, to practice and stay empowered. Don’t 
get trained, get Vera-fied!
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Our logo is a representation of the four chambers of the heart Our logo is a representation of the four chambers of the heart 
and the four necessary components of accomplishing our and the four necessary components of accomplishing our 
mission, all of which have to work in coordination to function mission, all of which have to work in coordination to function 
properly and support life saving.properly and support life saving.

Culture Ready

be s.a.v.e. ready with rescuestat

Eva Empowerment Resources is focused on a belief not just that our 
company can do good, but that our customers, through their creativity 

and desire to help, can do even more! We provide free resources and 
connections to pass the torch of knowledge. With Eva, you can join in our 
mission to save lives and protect organizations from Sudden Cardiac Arrest.
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